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Public Safety Commission Meeting 
December 10, 2020, 9:00 a.m. 

6100 Guadalupe, Building E 

Austin, TX 78752 

Summary 
(This report represents a summary of events of the meeting, 

and is not necessarily complete nor an exact transcript of testimony.) 
 

The Public Safety Commission convened as posted to consider and take formal action, if 

necessary, on the following agenda items: 

 
I.  CALL TO ORDER 

9:00 am – Chairman Steven Mach called the meeting to order. In attendance: Chairman Steve Mach, 
Commissioners Steve H. Stodghill, Commissioner Nelda L. Blair, and Commissioner Dale Wainwright. A 
quorum was present. Also present were, Director Steve McCraw, and General Counsel Phil Adkins.  

 
II. INVOCATION 

Chaplain Ferman Carpenter gave the invocation. 

 
III. PLEDGES 

Trooper Jeff Nunez lead the meeting in the Pledge of Alliance and the Texas Pledge of 
Allegiance. 

 
IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

A Motion made by Commissioner Nelda Blair to approve the minutes from the October 15, 2020 Public 
Safety Commission Meeting, and Seconded by Commissioner Steve Stodghill; with a roll call vote, The 
motion carried. 

 
V. PRESENTATIONS 

The following is the DPS Report that was presented along with plaques and awards at Thursday’s PSC 
Meeting. In addition to the awards listed below, there were 2 – 30 Year Service Awards and 4 – 40 Year 
Service Awards presented. Photos of some of the recipients follow this report. 
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DPS Recognizes Significant Accomplishments at Final 
PSC Meeting of the Year 
 

AUSTIN – The Texas Public Safety Commission (PSC) and Texas Department of Public 
Safety (DPS) Director Steven McCraw presented two Adolph Thomas Distinguished Service 
Awards, three Medals of Valor, two Director’s Citations and 14 Lifesaving Awards to 
department personnel at the PSC meeting held on Thursday, Dec. 10, at the Criminal Law 
Enforcement Auditorium at DPS Headquarters in Austin. In addition, 14 Director’s Awards 
were also presented to partner agency personnel and private citizens at the meeting. 
 
“I’m proud to recognize the men and women of DPS, local and federal law enforcement and 
the public for their outstanding achievements and selfless service to their communities,” said 
DPS Director Steven McCraw. “They exhibited excellence, dedication and valor in their 
actions, and it was an honor to present them their much deserved awards.” 

 
The following individuals were recognized: 
 
Rebecca Butler, Intelligence and Counterterrorism (ICT) — Austin, and Retired Sgt. 
Stephen Bynum, Highway Patrol — Lampasas, each received the Adolph Thomas 
Distinguished Service Award, which is given annually to one commissioned and one non-
commissioned employee. First awarded in 2018, this award is named after Adolph Thomas 
who was the first Black DPS Trooper. Thomas worked in the Texas Highway Patrol, 
Narcotics, served as Commander of the Training Academy and retired as Chief of Staff 
Services. Thomas excelled in the areas of mentoring fellow employees, training others and 
civic engagement. This award was created to honor DPS employees who display excellence 
and distinguish themselves in those same three areas. 
 
Rebecca Butler serves as a criminal intelligence analyst. In her position, she provides 
analytical and investigative support for all DPS divisions, as well as other local, state and 
federal law enforcement agencies. Butler goes above-and-beyond to locate, gather and 
disseminate valuable information, as well as provide vital training to other analysts, DPS 
personnel and other law enforcement partners. She has been instrumental in the 
development and instruction of curriculum for the Interdiction for the Protection of Children 
(IPC) program. Additionally, Butler created a process of collecting and combining tactical 
analysis with strategic analysis and intelligence, which enhances the quality and 
effectiveness of information provided to investigators. Butler is a dedicated and 
compassionate employee whose work has resulted in the identification, apprehension and 
successful prosecution of criminals. 
 
Stephen Bynum recently retired as a sergeant with the Texas Highway Patrol. In his 34 
years with DPS, he served as mentor and advisor to countless peers and law enforcement 
partners. He was one of the department’s authorities on the Texas Transportation Code and 
developed training materials at the request of the Texas Highway Patrol Chief. Bynum also 
assisted the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement with rewriting questions for the state 
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peace officer’s licensing exam. He was also a highly respected instructor for DPS’ recruit 
school. In addition, he is a pillar of his community, serving as a Sunday school teacher and 
song leader. 
 
Trooper Mauro Arce, Highway Patrol — Texas City, Sgt. Earl Vicknair, Highway Patrol — 
Angleton, and Trooper Steven Yaden, Highway Patrol — Angleton, each received the 
Medal of Valor. This is the highest honor and award bestowed by DPS. On May 18, 2018, a 
Santa Fe High student opened fire on teachers and students. Vicknair, Arce and Yaden 
were among the first law enforcement officers to arrive on the scene. Along with other 
officers, they cornered the shooter. Vicknair drew fire from him, and Yaden fired upon the 
shooter while Arce provided cover. Together, they caused the shooter to surrender. Risking 
their own lives for the safety of others, they helped ensure no further harm came to any 
students or faculty. 
 
Trooper Brian Barnes, Highway Patrol — Nacogdoches, received a Director’s Citation, and 
Darrell Lunsford Jr. received a Director’s Award. On March 10, 2020, Trooper Brian 
Barnes witnessed a major crash in which a vehicle attempted to make a U-turn in front of a 
motorcycle on U.S. 59 in Nacogdoches County. The motorcycle became partially lodged 
inside the vehicle, with the motorcyclist landing on the vehicle’s roof and the driver not 
breathing. Barnes, along with Lunsford (a citizen who arrived on the scene to help), 
repositioned the motorcyclist to administer chest compressions. While giving chest 
compressions, Barnes continued providing instructions to bystanders on traffic control and 
how to provide medical assistance to others involved in the crash. The motorcyclist was 
taken by EMS personnel to a hospital with a pulse but later died from his injuries.  
 
Special Agent Joshua Roraback, Criminal Investigations Division — Tyler, received a 
Director’s Citation; Analyst Daniel Frison, Analyst Justin Major, Special Agent Josh 
Mathews and Special Agent Joseph Valero, all of the FBI, received Director’s Awards; 
and Nathaniel Kummerfeld, Assistant U.S. Attorney for the U.S. Attorney’s Office Eastern 
District of Texas, also received a Director’s Award, for their efforts beginning in 2018. 
Roraback was contacted by a local police agency regarding a minor who had been sexually 
assaulted and trafficked. After the investigation stalled, Roraback continued on his own, 
enlisting the help of Valero and Mathews. Major and Frison assisted with analyzing and 
examining electronic evidence. A registered sex offender was identified as a suspect, and 
Kummerfeld provided guidance and strategy to successfully prosecute the suspect. Through 
the diligence and dedication of Roraback, Valero, Mathews, Major and Frison, at least 25 
additional victims were identified. The suspect maintained several online personas, which 
were linked to the suspect through interviews with victims and the suspect’s family 
members, executing search warrants and compiling electronic data. The suspect was 
ultimately sentenced to 70 years on 75 counts. 
 
Trooper Steven Creader, Highway Patrol — Nederland, Trooper Jordan Pulliam, 
Highway Patrol — Beaumont, and former Trooper William Allday, previously Highway 
Patrol — Beaumont, each received a Lifesaving Award; and Deputy Brittany Nguyen, 
Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office, received a Director’s Award for their actions on May 7, 
2020. Pulliam and Allday responded to a crash on U.S. 69 in Jefferson County where a 
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vehicle was pinned against the center dividing wall with an unresponsive female inside. The 
pair pulled the woman from the vehicle and began CPR. Nguyen arrived, and Pulliam saw 
items in the vehicle that led officers to believe the woman was suffering from a drug 
overdose. Nguyen administered a dose of Naloxone, while Pulliam and Allday continued 
chest compressions. Creader arrived on scene, ensured the vehicle was stationary and 
began helping with chest compressions, while Pulliam administered an additional dose of 
Naloxone. When EMS arrived, the woman was taken to the hospital and stated she was 
alive due to the lifesaving measures conducted at the scene. 
 
Trooper Micah Goodrich, Highway Patrol — Panhandle, received a Lifesaving Award; 
Ranger Samuel Sidders, National Park Service, received a Director’s Award; and citizens 
John May, Dakota Morris, Austin Savage and Craig Shackleford, each received a 
Director’s Award for their actions on Oct. 3, 2019, in Carson County. Pamela Peterson was 
also posthumously honored with a Director’s Award. A severe thunderstorm caused flash 
flooding that day. The vehicle that Linda Conley and Pamela Peterson were traveling in on 
State Highway 107 hydroplaned, landed in a ditch and became submerged in approximately 
three feet of water. Peterson was still strapped in her seat belt, and with the position the 
vehicle landed in, Peterson was above Conley who was under water. Peterson held 
Conley’s head above water before she lost consciousness. Sidders was off-duty at the time 
and spotted the vehicle; he notified emergency personnel and tried to rescue the women. 
He broke a window so he could reach Conley. Sidders supported her head and ensured she 
could breathe. May arrived on scene and attempted to get the vehicle upright but was 
unable to do so. Goodrich arrived, followed immediately by Savage, Morris and Shackleford. 
Together, they fought the weight of the rushing water to turn the vehicle upright. Goodrich 
attempted to assist Peterson, but she didn’t survive.  
 
Maj. James “Jim” Rohrman, Aircraft Operations Division — San Antonio, and Lt. Cody 
Klaehn, Aircraft Operations Division — Austin, both received a Lifesaving Award, and 
Game Warden Tyler Stoikes, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, received a Director’s 
Award for their actions on June 22, 2020. The trio was conducting training in the Dallas area 
when they received a call to help a man stranded at the top of a flag pole 165 feet above the 
ground. The man had been there more than four hours; he was suffering from a medical 
emergency and his primary climbing gear had failed. Area fire trucks were unable to reach 
him. Rohrman, Klaehn and Stoikes flew to the area and determined the victim was secured 
only by his secondary tether, about 25 feet from the top of the pole. Rohrman piloted the 
aircraft into position, while Klaehn lowered Stoikes from the aircraft. Stoikes secured the 
victim in the rescue apparatus and cut the secondary tether. Klaehn hoisted them back into 
the aircraft, and the man was taken to safety. He has since made a full recovery. 
 
Trooper Osvaldo Anzaldua, Highway Patrol — Palmview, and Trooper Alejandra 
Salinas, Highway Patrol — Rio Grande City, each received a Lifesaving Award for their 
actions on Feb. 26, 2020. They responded to a house in La Grulla for a disturbance 
involving weapons. La Grulla Police were already on scene when officers heard multiple 
gunshots inside the house. As officers went inside, they found a female with 16 gunshot 
wounds, and a man dead from an apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound. After arriving, 
Anzaldua and Salinas entered the house and immediately administered first aid to the 
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woman. Anzaldua directed the other officers to provide medical attention. Anzaldua applied 
a pressure bandage to the woman’s abdomen, while Salinas applied a tourniquet to her 
arm. EMS arrived and took her to the hospital. 
 
Trooper Ramiro Brito Jr., Highway Patrol — Capitol, and Trooper Kenneth Pittman, 
Highway Patrol — Capitol, each received a Lifesaving Award for their actions on Feb. 14, 
2020. The pair was having lunch with their fellow Troopers in the State Capitol Complex 
when one of the Troopers began to choke. Pittman noticed her choking and began the 
Heimlich maneuver. Brito is a certified emergency care attendant and took over for Pittman 
and performed the Heimlich maneuver. After about 45 seconds, the item became dislodged, 
and the Trooper was able to breathe normally again. 
 
Trooper Christopher Hill, Highway Patrol — The Woodlands, received a Lifesaving Award 
for his actions on Oct. 19, 2019. Hill heard a dispatch from the Montgomery County Sheriff’s 
Office to a nearby location and proceeded to assist. When he arrived, he found a truck with 
the passenger door open and an unconscious woman in the passenger seat. He and 
another citizen moved the woman to the ground and checked for a pulse. She had no pulse 
and wasn’t breathing. Hill began CPR until she began to breathe on her own. EMS arrived 
and took over treatment. 
 
Trooper Allen Licon, Highway Patrol — Conroe, received a Lifesaving Award for his 
actions on Jan. 24, 2020. Licon was pursuing a motorcyclist on State Loop 336 in Conroe 
who was exceeding speeds of 100 mph. The driver lost control in a curve, crashed into a 
guard rail and was ejected from the bike. This caused the motorcyclist’s leg to be severed. 
Licon rushed to the subject and tried to keep him calm. An off-duty EMS worker arrived and 
gave Licon a tourniquet, which he applied. His actions saved the motorcyclist’s life, 
according to medical personnel who later treated the motorcyclist. 
 
Trooper Joseph Osborne, Highway Patrol — Capitol, received a Lifesaving Award for his 
actions on Jan. 22, 2019. He was driving on State Highway 45 in Austin when he spotted a 
person who had been hit by a vehicle while changing a flat tire. The victim suffered two 
broken femurs and was bleeding profusely. Osborne got a tourniquet from his medical kit 
and applied it to one of the victim’s legs. Several other law enforcement personnel arrived at 
the scene and assisted in treating the victim’s injuries and with traffic control. In all, three 
tourniquets were applied to the victim, which ultimately stopped the blood loss and saved his 
life. 
 
Trooper Benjamin Stopyra, Highway Patrol — El Paso, received a Lifesaving Award for 
his actions on Aug. 3, 2019. That day, he responded to an active shooter at the Cielo Vista 
Mall and Walmart in El Paso, equipping himself with his tactical gear. Stopyra and other 
officers were told the shooter was at a department store at the mall. After clearing the store 
and ensuring the safety of those inside, he rushed over to the Walmart. When Stopyra went 
inside, he asked to be directed to the triage area, where the injured were being treated. 
Stopyra went to the triage area and found a woman who was losing blood. A tourniquet had 
been applied incorrectly to the woman. Stopyra took action and applied his own tourniquet 
on her leg, which instantly stopped the bleeding. He then continued to help other injured 
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victims.  
 
* Award recipients — Daniel Frison, Justin Major, William Allday, Brittany Nguyen, Samuel 
Sidders, John May, Dakota Morris, Austin Savage and Craig Shackleford —  were not in 
attendance at Thursday’s meeting but were recognized for their efforts. 

The slides were not made available in the online presentation for these awards, however, below are 
some of the screen captures from the presentations. 
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Two Adolf Thomas Distinguished Service Awards were presented by Director McCraw: 
 

1. Rebecca Butler, IPC Program Intelligence Analyst 
2.  

                       
 
 

 
3. Ret. Sgt. Steven Bynum 
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Director McCraw also asked that Chief Mike Bledsoe come forward to be acknowledged for his 
retirement from DPS and for all of his contributions that he made after taking the reins from Skylor 
Hearn. 

 
 
 

Director McCraw then asked Deputy Director Randall Prince to join him in congratulating and thanking 
Elizabeth Kent for her retirement and many years of service to the Department. 
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VI. ADJOURN INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION 
 

(If required) to consult with legal counsel regarding pending or contemplated litigation 

or settlement offers or to receive legal advice on items posted on this agenda; 

deliberation regarding real estate matters; consideration of any other items authorized 

by law, including personnel matters, the director’s action of discharging employees as 

identified in this agenda; ongoing criminal investigations 

Chairman Mack asked to move item VI. to follow item XIV. on the agenda, and to keep VII. Public 
Comment open until after the Executive Session has concluded (at approximately 12:30 to 
accommodate a requested call-in public comment at that time}.  

 
VII. PUBLIC COMMENT 

(Members of the public wishing to address the Commission are subject to a time limit 

of 5 minutes and must register in advance at the link provided above. Should a 

member of the public bring an item to the Commission for which the subject was not 

posted on the agenda of the meeting, state law provides that the Commission may 

receive the information but cannot act upon it at the meeting. The Commission may 

direct staff to contact the requestor or request that the issue be placed on a future 

agenda for discussion.) 

 
VIII. DIRECTORS REPORT 

A. Updated Program Responsibilities of the Special Operations Group (SOG) 
Director Steve McCraw asked Scotty Seibert (sp?)  to provide an update regarding the DPS Special 
Operations Group (SOG).  Special Agent Seibert listed many of the operations that the SOG has 
conducted in 2020, showing how the SOG’s responsibilities and range of operations has increased and 
expanded. Below are slides from his presentation. 
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There were no questions from the Commissioners regarding the SOG Report. 
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Director McCraw asked to add to his report a concern from Governor Greg Abbott regarding the rapid 
rise in violent crime across the state.  Gov. Abbott has made public safety one of his top priorities, and 
has called upon DPS to provide support to local law enforcement agencies as needed.  Due to the rise in 
the homicide rate in the Houston area, DPS has deployed resources to assist the local authorities in 
Harris County, similar to how we have assisted in Dallas County.  Since much of the violent crime stems 
from gang activity, this his been a special focus area for us.  Previously, gangs have been primarily a 
race specific activity, but with the increase of transnational cartel involvement in the US, we are seeing 
more collaboration between gangs such as the Mexican Mafia, the Bloods, and Asian Gangs, making the 
identification more complex.  Additionally, competition also arises between gangs, leading to more 
violent crimes.  The principal source of revenue and activity is the manufacture and sales of 
methamphetamine. Recidivism is another driver in the rise of violent crimes. Roughly 70% of those that 
we arrest for felony crimes are already fingerprinted and in the system for having been previously 
arrested.  We have also seen the impact that the reduction in the number of law enforcement officers on 
the street has had. We will continue to assist where we are needed. 
 
Chairman Mach thanked Director McCraw. 
 
Chairman Mach went on to acknowledge legislative guests from the Governor’s office, the Lt. Governor’s 
office and other offices at the capitol. 
 

 

IX. NEW BUSINESS 

A. Report regarding Cyber Security Operations – Executive Session anticipated under 

Government Code 551.089 

This item was handled in Executive Session. 

 

B. Final Determination in Contested Cases – consideration and possible action on 

Proposals for Decision: 

General Counsel Phil Adkins explained the items for consideration: 

1. SOAH Docket No. 405-20-4000.MVI – Antonio Bennett 

2. SOAH Docket No. 405-20-4027.MVI – James Dwayne Davis 

3. SOAH Docket No. 405-20-3768.MVI – Johnson Dedeigbo 

Items 1-3 were given 1 year suspensions for Clear Scan violations, where they substitute a vehicle that 
can pass the emissions test.  

4. SOAH Docket No. 405-20-4064.MVI – Sahid Massaquoi 

Item 4 was given a $500 fine for failing to scan for emissions on several vehicles. 

5. SOAH Docket No. 405-20-3692.MVI – Christopher Neal 

Item 5 was denied a license since he did not have a valid Texas driver license. 

 

Counsel Adkins asked the Commission for a final determination on the above 5 items. 

 

A motion was made by Comm. Blair and seconded by Comm. Wainwright to approve the final 
determination on items IX. B. 1-5.  The motion passed. 
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C. Report, discussion, and possible action on the following rule proposals for 

publication to receive public comment: 

1. Proposed new 37 TAC Section 15.29, concerning Alternative Methods 

for Driver License Transactions 

2. Proposed amendments to 37 TAC Section 15.34, concerning Renewal 

Period Prior to Expiration 

3. Proposed repeal of 37 TAC Section 15.59, concerning Alternative Methods 

for Driver License Transactions 

4. Proposed amendments to 37 TAC Section 15.62, concerning 

Additional Requirements 

Chief Sheri Gipson explained items 1-4 and asked that they be published in the Texas Register for public 
comment. 

 

5. Proposed new 37 TAC Section 1.92, concerning Reimbursement of 

Witnesses at Public Safety Commission Hearings 

6. Proposed amendments to 37 TAC Sections 29.1 – 29.3, 29.5, 29.21, 

29.24, 29.27, 29.29, 29.30, 29.32, and 29.33, concerning Practice and 

Procedure 

7. Proposed repeal of 37 TAC Sections 29.4, 29.6 – 29.10, 29.12 – 29.19, 29.22, 

29.23, 29.25, 29.26, 29.28, 29.34, and 29.201, concerning Practice and 

Procedure 

General Counsel Phil Adkins stated that items 5-7 were amendments to Chapter 29 Practice and 
Procedures that eliminated redundancies and no longer needed sections. 

8. New 37 TAC Sections 38.1 – 38.3, concerning Fusion Center Operations 

Chief Dale Avant, Intelligence and Counterterrorism, stated that item 8 was needed to bring the Sections 
compliant with new mandates from the Governor’s office to ensure that fusion centers operate in 
compliance with privacy standards and statutes. 

 

A motion was made by Comm. Blair and Seconded by Comm. Stodghill to submit items 1-8 to the Texas 
Register for public Comment.  The motion passed. 

 

D. Intelligence Threat Briefing (Clearance Required – Executive Session Expected) 

This item was handled in Executive Session. 

 
X. ONGOING BUSINESS 

A. Report, discussion and possible adoption of the following previously published 

rules: 

1. Repeal of 37 TAC Section 21.7, concerning Certification of Certain Vehicles 

A motion was made and seconded to adopt previously published rule in item 1.  No public comment was 
received.  The motion passed.     

 

B. Report, discussion, and possible action regarding the modification of the DPS 
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organizational structure and the appointment, promotion, ratification, employment, 

evaluation, reassignment, duties, discipline, or dismissal of a member of the 

Department or Commission management team 

Director McCraw asked that with the retirement of Mike Bledsoe, he would like to appoint Brady Mills to 

that position, and elevate that position to Chief of Laboratory Division, bringing Laboratory Services to 

the Division Status. This would be a new position and require additional salary. 

 

Director McCraw also asked to appoint Michelle Ferris to the position of Chief of the Crime Records 
Division (also raising that position to the Division level (from Crime Records Services), which also would 
require a salary increase. 

 

A motion was made by Comm. Wainwright and seconded by Comm. Blair to approve these two new 
divisions, positions, and appointments.  The motion passed.       

 

Following a 5 minute break to Executive Session, Director McCraw asked Chairman Mach that with the 
growth of IT and security threats, he asked to create an Assistant Chief of IT position and appointment of 
Ron Zilker to that position which will report to Chief Bryan Lane. 

  

A motion was made by Comm. Blair and seconded by Comm. Stodghill to approve the new Assistant 
Chief position and the appointment of Ron Zilker to that position.  The motion passed.            

 

A. Report, discussion, and possible action regarding ongoing criminal investigations 

pursuant to Government Code § 411.0041 (Executive Session anticipated) 

This item was handled in Executive Session. 

 
XI. REPORTS 

A. Commission member reports and discussion 

No Commission member reports or discussion. 

B. Finance Report 

CFO Suzy Whittenton reported by phone that she had nothing to add to her submitted report. 

C. Chief Auditors Office 

Chief Auditor Catherine Melvin had nothing to add to her submitted report. 

D. Division status reports on activities and action 

There were no Division Status reports. 

 

XII. CONSENT ITEMS 

All of the following items may be enacted with one motion. These items are typically 

self-explanatory or have been previously considered by the Commission. There will 

be no separate discussion of these items unless a commissioner so requests. 

A. Discussion and possible action on appointments of Special Rangers and Special 

Texas Rangers pursuant to Government Code Chapter 411, Secs. 411.023 & 

411.024: Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association Special Rangers: 
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Robert Evans Fields and David Allen Marcaurele 

B. Donations: 

1. Texas Rangers “Company D” – use of Needmore Ranch for lodging 

and training purposes 

2. Texas Rangers “Company B” – use of Black Diamond Ranch for lodging 

and training purposes 

3. Additional donation items, as needed 

A motion was made by Comm. Wainwright to approve items XII A. and B. and seconded by Comm. 
Stodghill.  The motion passed. 

 
XIII.  ITEMS FOR FUTURE AGENDA 

Chairman Mach asked the Commissioners to submit any items for future agenda to Sophie Yanez. 

 

XIV.  DATE FOR FUTURE MEETING 

Discharge hearings will be scheduled on February 10, 2021, and the regular Public 

Safety Commission meeting is scheduled for February 11, 2021. 

The next Public Safety Commission Meeting will be held on Thursday, February 11, 2021. 

 

XV. ADJOURN 

The Public Safety Commission adjourned to Executive Session at 10:51 am with the possibility of 
accepting a call-in public comment when reconvening in the afternoon. 

 

The Public Safety Commission reconvened their meeting at 1:10 pm. 

 

Chairman Mach asked if there was any additional public comment.  Hearing none, Chairman Mach 
adjourned the meeting at 1:11 pm. 

The Commission may take items out of the order in which they are posted on this 

agenda. Also, an item that has been adopted, passed upon, delayed or tabled for a 

later meeting may be considered or reconsidered at the same meeting. 

The Public Safety Commission may meet and discuss in Executive Session and have 

action taken in an Open Meeting where required on the following items: 

Government Code Sec. 551.071 Consultation and deliberation with legal counsel 

about pending or contemplated litigation or a settlement offer, or on a matter where the 

Commissioners seek the advice of their attorney as privileged communications under 

the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of Texas, and to 
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discuss the Open Meetings Act and the Administrative Procedures Act with their 

attorney 

Government Code Sec. 551.074  Appointment, employment, evaluation, 

reassignment, duties, discipline or dismissal of director, assistant director, and persons 

appointed to management team positions pursuant to Govt. Code Sec. 411.0071 

Government Code Sec. 551.076 Deliberations about security audits, security devices, 

including deployment and implementation of security personnel and devices 

Government Code Chapter 411, Sec. 411.0041 Ongoing criminal investigations 

Government Code Sec. 551.072 Deliberation of the purchase, exchange, lease, or 

value of real property, if deliberation in an open meeting would have a detrimental 

effect on the position of the government body in negotiations with a third person 

Government Code Sec. 551.073  Deliberation of a negotiated contract for a 

prospective gift or donation to the state or the governmental body if deliberation in an 

open meeting would have a detrimental effect on the position of the governmental 

body in negotiations with a third person 


